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ABSTRACT The IoT edge/sensor nodes are exposed to large attack surface and could easily succumb to
several well-known attacks in the wireless sensor network (WSN) domain. Authenticating edge nodes before
they join a network, especially after a sleep state, is a critical step tomaintain the overall trust of any given IoT
local area network (IoT LAN). The low resources and computational constraints of such IoT nodes make this
a challenging and non-trivial problem. As many IoT deployments are in uncontrolled environments, the IoT
devices are often placed in the open so that physical access to them is inevitable. Due to easy physical
access of the devices, common attacks, including cloning of devices or stealing secret keys stored in an edge
node, are some of the most common attacks on the IoT deployments. This paper focuses on developing an
extremely lightweight authentication scheme for constrained end-devices that are part of a given IoT LAN.
Authentication occurs between the end-device and the gateway that acts as an edge computing device. The
proposed authentication scheme is put through both formal and informal security verification. Voltage drop,
current, and power are measured to gauge the overall impact of the security scheme. All the three parameters
were measured while configuring the edge node as an end-device or as a router. Our testing results show that
the impact on the resources was minimal.

INDEX TERMS Edge node authentication, IoT authentication, IoT security, time-bound IoT authentication,
resource constrained devices.

I. INTRODUCTION
Securing IoT deployments in outdoor environments is a gen-
uine challenge especially due to easy physical access to sen-
sor nodes. Devices that can sense environmental parameters
and/or can respond to them through wireless communication
are qualified to be part of any given IoT LAN. Themajority of
these devices are sensors that sense and stream datawirelessly
to a gateway or directly to a cloud-based application through
middleware. Actuators are also critical members of any given
IoT network. The actuators respond to service requests raised
by the application hosted at the gateway or in the cloud
based on the sensed parameters. IoT deployments can enable
the real-time monitoring and management of any environ-
mental domain and find application in a variety of contexts.
This heavy dependency on interconnected, intelligent devices
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makes it imperative to ensure the level of security for such
devices and the generated data. Security solutions should
be designed, developed, and deployed with utmost care as
frequent outage for patch updates due to identified vulnerabil-
ities cannot be exercised in critical real-time infrastructures.

In most cases, the authentication of IoT edge nodes is
achieved by sending a secret key to the platformwhile trigger-
ing a cross validation check. If the requester is a preregistered
device and the credentials match, then it is authenticated.
Usually, the hard-coded secret key of any device is stored in
the devices on-board non-volatile memory. Hence, during the
authentication when the client and server share the secret key,
an adversary can clone the key by replicating the device for
authentication purposes [1]. The following two conventional
methodologies are used by attackers to break trust in an
IoT LAN:

• In the first methodology, an attacker could create a
replica of the genuine device using hardware tools like
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AVR Dragon [1]. Then the attacker would extract the
firmware into an image file and burn the firmware image
into another device of similar nature (stolen device are
used in most cases). During this extraction process,
the secret keys stored in the memory will also be copied
over to the replicated device along with the firmware.
Thereafter the cloned device can be successfully authen-
ticated to join the network as a genuine device.

• In the second methodology, the attacker will extract
the firmware and then obtain the secret key by
reverse engineering the hexadecimal code embedded
in the firmware. Once the secret key is obtained,
the attacker can craft his/her own HTTP request based
on the platform’s encoding style and subsequently send
the malformed data to the platform. This methodol-
ogy requires reverse engineering expertise from the
attacker’s side [1]. To combat such attacks, we need
complex authentication schemes. As more and more
devices are connected to the IoT LAN, the number of
parallel re-authentication cycles will also increase.

However, the key challenges in implementing a lightweight
authentication security scheme for an IoT LAN are two-folds:

• The nodes in IoT networks are severely resource-
constrained. Limited device memory (<= 2kb onboard
RAM and <= 32kb program memory), ultra-low pro-
cessing capability (<= 8bit), and low energy availabil-
ity, introduces a variety of new security concerns in the
IoT domain.

• Consequently, deploying the traditional security models
in such constrained networks becomes almost impos-
sible; to safeguard it against the most widely adopted
attacks like eavesdropping, spoofing the IP address,
node fabrication, and flooding [1].

Therefore, any practical solution would require limiting
heavy computations to the gateway where the majority of
complex resource-consuming computations would be per-
formed but maintaining a feather weight computational load
at the edge node. Our proposed scheme fulfils such an objec-
tive and can be summarized as below.

• Our scheme is designed to be hosted even on
ultra-resource constrained edge nodes. The proposed
scheme can run on end/sensor devices such as an 8 bit,
20mHz ATmega328P processor with 32KB program
memory size and 2KB onboard RAM. Such devices
cannot run an industry standard hash function.

• The authentication process initiates only whenever an
edge node re-establishes a connection with the gateway,
based on the state of the edge node. The majority of edge
nodes tend to remain in the sleep state and will respond
to the sense and push requests raised by the application
hosted either at the gateway or on the cloud.

• Once in the streaming mode there is no need to
re-authenticate until either its current active streaming
mode comes to an end or the current session times itself
out.

• Re-authentication is mandatory when the edge node
wishes to re-join the network at a later point of time.
The technologies engaged by edge nodes and their capa-
bilities may vary depending on the deployment. Some
devices are constrained in terms of resources, while
others are not and could afford to run resource-hungry
authentication/security schemes.

• Gateways being even richer in resources could be loaded
with IDS/IPS, encryption techniques with secure key
storage mechanisms. Hence securing the gateway as
such is not considered as part of this paper.

II. MOTIVATION
In an IoT environment, how to establish trust among partic-
ipating devices is always a fundamental and practical issue.
The intention of this research is to ensure that any given IoT
networks are safe against potential attacks that materialize
primarily due to relatively easy access to the edge nodes
planted in the open.
• Every edge node in a network should be able to authen-
ticate itself with the coordinator/gateway node before
establishing a trusted connection.

• Being low on resources the edge nodes cannot hold keys
securely so that the trust parameters can be easily stolen
to demolish trust relatively easily.

• Considering the constraints of the edge nodes, it is
important to keep the authentication mechanism as
lightweight as possible so that it requires the least
computational resources and consumes fewer battery
resources.

• Above all, storing a static key to perform the authentica-
tion cycle would not be ideal for IoT implementations.

A. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
The research contributions from this paper are manifold.

1. Any new authentication protocol should possess
lightweight computation and a time-bound, constantly
changing the key that is synchronized both at the edge
node and the gateway. This would then ensure that
the most common physical attacks on edge nodes such
as eavesdropping, device cloning, man-in-the-middle
attack, key extraction through memory dump, and so
on, would be ineffective or would demandmore sophis-
tication to steal the authentication keys.

2. The proposed authentication technique engages a
mechanism that would constantly change the authen-
tication keys at regular intervals thereby reducing the
attack span due to the pressing fact that the edge nodes
are exposed to direct physical attacks while deployed
in the open. Since the key constantly changes at con-
figurable intervals, this new lightweight technique is
named as ‘‘Protean Authentication Scheme’’.

3. The scope of this research is limited to protecting
only the extremely resource-constrained edge nodes
deployed primarily in outdoor environments where the
devices are physically accessible almost any time.
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In summary, this paper proposes a lightweight authentica-
tion scheme which is capable to (1) optimize the number of
secure handshakes based on the state of the edge node with-
out compromising the required trust level, and (2) migrate
complex computation to gateway nodes with the resource
awareness.

B. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related
work on various authentication schemes are discussed in
Section III. Section IV expands on authentication design
overview. Section V presents the protocol methodology in
detail. Section VI explains the formal security analysis per-
formed on the protocol followed by informal security analy-
sis in section VII. Experiments and results are presented in
Section VIII. The paper is concluded in Section IX.

III. RELATED WORK
The current practice of sharing the keys involves an exchange
of the shared key unencrypted over the air [15]. This one
time exchange of shared key unencrypted would result in
losing the confidentiality and so an attacker could easily
leverage the sniffed static key to break into the network.
In most cases, the entire IoT LAN would use the same shared
encrypted secret key for all gateways to node communica-
tion and vice versa. This would leave open a wider attack
space as one single compromised key would mean a fully
compromised network. In a time-constrained memory key
model (TLMK) [15], a key, a salt value and a key lifetime
are transferred to the target node. This protocol expects
pre-deployment of keys and also directs all communications
between devices through a central KDC. There is a heavy
dependency on the KDC, and if there is a KDC outage,
then the whole network would cease to function. Conven-
tional cryptographic solutions come up with high levels of
security, ignoring the requirements of constrained devices.
Lightweight cryptography (LWC) [2] was developed in recent
times primarily focused on deviceswith restricted capabilities
in both hardware and software. It also works under con-
strained power and connectivity. Dependency on static cryp-
tographic keys or hardware keys would eventually become
the vulnerability soft spot in thewhole authentication scheme.
Even static authentication credentials transmitted over the air
can be sniffed and can be replayed from a rogue device to be
authenticated.

The proposed authentication scheme in [16] is good
enough for home automation devices considering a majority
of the edge nodes are connected to the main AC supply.
Computation at the edge nodes is highly intense and so it
will not be an ideal solution for sensor nodes with constrained
resources where the frequency of key change is required and
frequency of authentication required would be more often
than what is proposed in [16]. Besides this shortfall, MAC
values are used in the scheme which use the same secret key
to generate and verify the exchanged credentials. It implies
that both the sender and the receiver of a message must

exchange pre-agreed keys much before initiating communi-
cations, which is similar to symmetric encryption. For the
same reason, MACs do not exhibit any non-repudiation prop-
erty specifically in the case of a network-wide shared secret
key: The weakness of MAC is that any user who can verify a
MAC is also capable of spoofing MACs for other messages.

The authenticationmechanism proposed in [17] proposes a
new scheme to authenticate between sensor nodes, proxy, and
cloud. To reduce resource consumption at the sensor nodes,
the computation is passed onto the proxy with the proxy in
turn connecting to the cloud. It is assumed that there is a
secure channel between the proxy and the sensor nodes with
a long-term secret key shared among them. Using this key,
nodes can perform symmetric key encryption. In the case
of most deployments where sensors are planted in the open,
expecting to have a secure channel between the sensors and
proxy is not a viable approach unless keys are exchanged
in an encrypted fashion. In the long term, the secret key is
the weakness of the proposed scheme as it is stored in the
memory. A lightweight mutual verification and key exchange
methods based on a hash function are mentioned in [18]. The
proposed scheme is also dependent on a CA which is also an
overhead. Edge nodes have fairly intense computation to be
performed as part of the handshaking process which is once
again a drain on the batteries. Dabbagh and Saad in [20] pro-
posed an authentication technique using the device’s unique
fingerprints. The proposed scheme can differentiate between
security attacks and normal changes in fingerprints because
of the environmental effect on the surrounding objects. It pro-
poses to use a Received Signal Strength-based scheme for
proximity detection on single antenna devices. The scheme
is proposed primarily for home automation devices where an
attacker tries to interfere with the smart devices from outside
the building. There are noticeable RSS variations in both
the cases which are good enough to pick up possible attack
build ups.

Octopus [23] is a secure and efficient scheme to allow
any Fog user to mutually authenticate with any Fog server
in any Fog under the authority of a Cloud service provider.
The Fog user is required to store one master secret key in
the registration phase only once. Using this master key the
Fog user is able to mutually authenticate with any Fog server
managed by the Cloud service provider. Insider attack can be
prevented since the brute force attack against the master key
is difficult because of its bit length. The scheme hasmuch less
computational complexity since it needs to perform very few
hash invocations and symmetric key cryptography. Mutual
authentication between FogUser (FU ) and Fog Server (FS) is
achieved. The shared key kFSFU is protected since it is used
to encrypt along with a random nonce RFU which is never
known to an eavesdropper. This scheme provides confidential
communication since the secret key kFSFU is pre-shared and
is only known to FU and FS. The computation and storage
costs are reduced. The key management is simple. Each
session key is chosen as a fresh random string. The secret
key guessing attack is not possible since it is long enough
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to sustain brute force attacks. Due to the presence of nonce,
hashing, and symmetric encryption/decryption, the replay
of impersonation attacks are not possible. The man-in-the-
middle attack is not possible due to the presence of kFU and
hence kFSFU cannot be deduced. If any FU is compromised,
it will not affect any other fog users. In such case of FU
compromise, it should be reported to the RA; the master key
should be revoked and re-registration should be done. This
scheme demands a lot of resources to ensure the correctness
according to the theory so that it is not suitable for IoT
environment.

The paper entitled ‘‘Energy Cost of Cryptographic Key
Establishment in Wireless Sensor Network’’ [24] analyses
and compares the energy cost of Kerberos-like key estab-
lishment based on AES encryption and a variant of the
Diffie-Hellman key exchange using elliptical curve cryp-
tography. According to this study, the overall energy cost
of the former is between 39.6 mJ and 47.6 mJ, while the
latter consumed energy in the range of 79.0 and 84.6 mJ.
Further analysis revealed the fact that the energy consumption
of Kerberos is dominated by the message transfer whereas
encryption as such consumed only negligible energy. Various
security challenges faced during design of IoT systems are
outlined in [25]. The authors propose PUF like hardware
security mechanisms for securing IoT networks. PUF also
demands storage of a secret in the memory of the device.
Even though some of the work recommends this secret to
be stored in a highly secure manner. Despite the memory
being highly secure, it engages non-volatile digital mem-
ory to store the bits. This opens up a wider attack surface.
Feldhofer et al. [33] endorse that the power consumption of
AES is negligible. The paper confirms that after a number of
measurements the average power consumption was less than
5 mWwhen operated at 100 kHz and 1.5 v. An authentication
scheme based on one time password (OTP) is detailed in [26].
A lightweight end-to-end authentication scheme is achieved
through identity based elliptical curve cryptography. Edge
nodes do not need space to store keys because the scheme
uses OTP. If the device needs to communicate frequently,
then the edge nodes should frequently request for OTP from
the central cloud resulting in taking more time for session
establishment. But the complexity of the algorithm would
induce additional computational burden on the IoT devices
in order to compute the OTP using public/private keys that
involve multiple iterations. The group authentication proto-
col mentioned in [27] recommends sharing of keys among
multiple nodes. But this scheme leaves multiple nodes at risk
even if one of the nodes is compromised. For distributed
IoT systems a certificate-based authentication process is rec-
ommended in [28]. A drawback of this protocol is that the
cryptographic credentials are stored in the edge nodes itself.
This leaves the protocol exposed to a device cloning attack.
This scheme uses implicit certificates to accomplish an end-
to-end authentication in a distributed IoT environment. Even
though the scheme uses ECC to keep a check on the overall
computational resources needed, it still needs a fair bit of

storage at the edge node to store the implicit certificates. The
scheme is also depended on a Certificate Authority (CA).

The two-way authentication scheme for IoT proposed
in [29] is based on DTLS. It uses both X.509 certification
and RSA based asymmetric encryption. In order to establish
a session, and the scheme demands eight handshakes which
in turn demands a higher computational cost and increased
storage from constrained IoT devices. A group authentication
protocol for IoT devices is detailed in [27]. Paillier Threshold
Cryptographywhose special properties such as homomorphic
addition, ability to remain indistinguishable and self-binding
are used in this scheme. In order to effectively authenticate
the group members the scheme establishes a session key for
each group authentication. The overhead of this scheme is
that a new key need to be regenerated and distributed among
the group members as and when a new member joins the
group. A lightweight authentication based session key estab-
lishment protocol for smart homes is presented in [16]. The
protocol needs the presence of a trusted server which would
act as a security service provider that would provide critical
security parameters and generate and distributes tokens to
communicating devices in a smart home. Devices then use
these authenticated tokens to establish a session key and attain
mutual authentication.

A lightweight authentication protocol for IoT is proposed
in [30]. It engages a two-phase authentication process that
involves a static and continuous authentication phase. The
static authentication phase is used to authenticate devices
at the beginning of an authentication period T whereas a
continuous authentication scheme is applied to each sensed
data transmission during the current authentication period T
defined by the gateway. Within the predefined authentication
window T , the static authentication scheme will set up an
authentication token for the communicating devices which
will be used for continuous authentication session. A gate-
way can henceforth verify the legality of the sensor node
within the authentication period T and when new data is
transmitted between both the parties. No encryption is used
in this scheme. The scheme depends on a secret key which is
generated by the gateway and passed onto the nodes through
a secure channel over the air unencrypted. An eavesdropper
could easily sniff this key. And the keys are expected to be
stored in secure storage at the edge node level which can be
quite easily extracted through amemory dump operation. The
paper does not attempt to measure the voltage, current, and
overall power consumption of the scheme.

A pre-shared key based authentication is mentioned
in [31]. Here a device is authenticated only before joining
the cluster. This seems to be a lightweight protocol but the
gateway is not authenticated. Moreover, the key exchange
mechanism suggested in this paper seems to be vulnerable.
Based on the extensible authentication protocol, the authors
in [32] proposes an authentication technique. First, the two
communicating parties exchange their identities in order to
establish a secure communication channel. An authentication
server then ensures the validity of the two entities trying
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to communicate through MD5 and/or TLS protocols. This
scheme is very much depended on a third-party authenti-
cation server and also requires a large number of message
exchanges resulting in increased execution time and energy
consumption.

IV. AUTHENTICATION DESIGN OVERVIEW
Why is there a dire need for a time bound, constantly chang-
ing key based authentication scheme in an IoT paradigm?
Traditionally static key values are stored in the Non-Volatile
Memory (NVM) of the device. For authentication purposes,
the client shares a secret key with the server through a secure
channel. The main disadvantage with the shared secret key
is that an adversary can clone the device and the secret keys
stored in them are copied, thereby replicating the legitimate
IoT device. It is also possible to do a memory dump to extract
the secret keys which are usually stored in plaintext. Keys
generated using a physically unclonable function (PUF) will
also prove to be futile as PUF values need to be extracted and
stored in the RAM for subsequent authentication schemes,
which again makes it vulnerable to all the attacks mentioned
above.

Within the IoT ecosystem, edge nodes which are the
‘‘things’’ in the internet of things paradigm mostly consist of
sensors and actuators that sense, react and respond according
to the requests raised by the application hosted either on a
gateway or at the cloud. Edge nodes being heavily resource
constrained are exposed to wider attack vectors. Most of
the sensor nodes tend to be in the sleep state during the
majority of their life cycle. They respond to the requests
initiated by the application running on the cloud or locally at
the gateway. Another category of sensors continuously sense
their environment but transmits the data only when there is a
change in values beyond a predefined threshold. The sensors
that stream continuously would be those that are deployed
in critical infrastructures. Of the three categories of sensor
operation modes mentioned above, the first two would need
frequent authentications, whereas the third category would
need one-time handshake before commencing streaming of
sensed parameters. In the first two instances, whenever a
device wakes up and responds to a request, it should authen-
ticate itself to the gateway assuring that it is indeed the actual
intended device that is joining the network. This scheme
is designed for devices that use the first two modes of the
operation, whereas continuously streaming edge nodes would
need to authenticate once through this scheme. The session
timeout duration in such instances can be set to a large
value so that the re-authentication cycle need not be invoked
frequently. Alternatively, the streaming edge nodes can be re-
authenticated if the edge node stays silent for a relatively long
interval of time.

Any IoT device would need to authenticate itself for
transmitting the encrypted data with securely stored keys.
For both authentication and encryption purposes, it always
needs to store a unique identifier resilient to spoofing and

corresponding encryption keys at the device memory itself.
Unless these parameters are stored securely, both authentica-
tion and encryption mechanism would be futile as both could
be compromised. In order to handle these challenges, both
software and hardware techniques should be engaged. The
software approaches are vulnerable especially when software
bugs can be exploited by attackers to break into an IoT LAN.
The hardware-based mechanisms to secure the keys are more
prominent and difficult to break into. Adding the encryp-
tion coprocessors to edge nodes will always cost constrained
energy dearly and hence should be used with caution before
mass deployments.

Achieving a secure key storage mechanism still leaves
open yet another challenge of securely transmitting authen-
tication credentials over the air. An attacker who could
intercept a static encrypted authentication packet can replay
the same from a rogue device to get it authenticated and
thereafter gaining enough privileges to hook up to the net-
work as a genuine device. Hence defining a secure hand-
shake process should also be treated with equal severity
as the issue of secure storage of keys. Processors with
built-in secure memory areas are available now which
allows the MCU alone to access its content thus completely
blocking external entities from reading the secure memory
location.

In the case of request-response mode, edge nodes wake
up when a request is received from the gateway whereas,
in the case of ‘‘transmit on state change’’ mode, edge
nodes wake up and start transmitting data when the sensed
parameters have values above a predefined threshold. Under
such instances, it is highly desirable that devices authen-
ticate themselves to prove its authenticity. Most of the
authentication scheme demands the presence of a central
key distribution center, which is distributed to various edge
nodes via the gateway. The proposed scheme is designed
to void a central key distribution system or any static keys
throughout the authentication lifecycle. Encryption keys con-
stantly change with each authentication cycle. New keys
would be generated and issued by the gateway under two
conditions
• At the end of a predetermined valid session duration

OR
• when the gateway itself enforces an authentication
cycle in case the built-in IDS detects malicious
behavior.

Such a model would ensure that an attacker who has access
to either the authentication key or the encryption key could
only use the key during the session duration. Once the session
duration expires, the gateway sends in a new set of keys for
all subsequent authentication/data encryption and decryption
cycles. It is not easy to maintain a synchronized time clock
among participating devices in the distributed network, and
consequently the proposed scheme does not pose the need
for having a synchronized clock for the resource-constrained
edge node. For the proposed protocol, we make the following
three assumptions:
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A. OUR ASSUMPTIONS
1. Edge nodes are resource constrained devices powered

by one or more batteries. They have limited compu-
tational capability and storage space but can handle
minimal computational operations such as exclusive
OR.

2. Gateways are resource-rich devices, which have
enough computational and storage, capability to hold
IDS and/or dynamic firewalls to safeguard against
external attacks. The gateway can handle multiple edge
nodes.

3. The gateway can employ an IDS or host a lightweight
dynamic firewall to protect itself.

V. THE PROPOSED PROTEAN AUTHENTICATION SCHEME
The Protean Authentication scheme relies on minimal ini-
tialization vectors. It has little dependency on static stored
keys over the entire authentication cycle. Every edge node
is expected to have a secure key storage location to hold
the initialization vectors which are set up during the initial
configuration. The authentication process stores an initializa-
tion vector in the protected memory location along with the
hardware ID at the edge node and a copy of the same will
be maintained at the gateway, which is used only during the
initial handshake process. Even if these critical parameters
are exposed at a later point of time i.e. any time after the first
handshake process, it is virtually impossible for an attacker to
recompute and arrive at the current state of the keys generated
by the proposed scheme. It prevents the attacker from quickly
compromising the keys as each device in the network will
have a different initialization vector, hardware ID and hence-
forth unique keys at any point of timewithin an authentication
cycle. The Protean scheme is computationally less intensive
on the device resources because it engages lightweight com-
putation operations such as hash functions, XOR operations
and also AES encryption at the gateway side whereas the edge
nodes will only perform AES encryption. Keys exchanged
can either be stored in a secure EEPROM or in a protected
memory location which is not susceptible to cloning attack
or memory dumps. These values change frequently as per the
session duration set so that an attacker cannot easily grab all
changing keys and reuse them within the valid key lifetime.
It will be different for each participating node in the network.
Any compromise will only be quadrant off at that device
alone for a period equivalent to the session valid duration.
There are MCU’s that have inbuilt secure data and program
memory areas with hardware encryption support making it
ideal for storing passwords, encryption keys etc. Maxim
DS5250 is a low cost, low power MCU designed specifi-
cally for IoT edge nodes to securely store the authentication
credentials.

The Protean authentication scheme uses AES for both
payload encryption as well as for encrypting the authenti-
cation credentials exchanged between the gateway and the
edge node. Groschadl et al. [24] clearly state that energy

consumption by AES encryption is negligible compared with
its counterparts. Computational energy consumed by AES
was only 0.1 mJ. Securely storing the credentials alone does
not suffice for the security of the keys as they need to be
exchanged for authentication purposes. The attackers eaves-
dropping on the communication can get hold of the encrypted
credentials and could still use them to authenticate a rogue
device by replaying the same. Hence the need for changing
the keys dynamically and exchanging them securely enough
is a must in the IoT paradigm. With the Protean scheme,
it becomes difficult for an attacker to guess or to manipulate
the sequence of events followed by the scheme as the lifetime
of keys is decided dynamically by the IDS hosted at the
gateway.

Each edge node has a 32-bit hardware ID (Hid ) stored
securely. An initialization vector (Vi) is assigned to each edge
node and is stored along with the hardware ID. (Vi) can be
manufacture specific or a large vector series generated based
on a specific algorithm. Each manufacturer can use an initial-
ization seed to generate and pre-configure their devices. (Vi)
is only used for the very first authentication cycle which can
be performed during the initial installation under supervised
conditions. After the initialization process, both (Hid ) and
(Vi) are not used anymore in the authentication life cycle. The
gateway is aware of both (Hid ) and (Vi) of each individual
edge nodes that are part of the IoT LAN. The gateway as
part of its initial handshaking process would craft an authen-
tication packet. The gateway also maintains an authentication
table called auth table. The gateway uses a Random number
generator and a nonce generator. The gateway expands its
32-bit hardware ID to 128-bit hardware ID and stores it in
its secure vault. The gateway also generates a nonce as well
as a random number in each authentication cycle and will
exchange all the credentials securely with the edge node.
For each auth transaction, the gateway would make an entry
into the auth table with required details that would assist
in retaining the Protean properties of its keys. AES 128-bit
encryption is used in all those steps where encryption is
applied.

A. NOTATIONS
Hid Hardware ID (32 bit but expandable to

128 bit)
Vi Initialization Vector
Rn Random No
Nn Nonce
KEYret Used as current encryption key
KEYnext Used as next encryption key
KEYretPrev Stores previous KEYret value
KEYnextPrev Stores previous KEYnext Value
Ekey Encryption Key
Dkey Decryption Key
Hid_SeqInit A new Start sequence no is generated for

each valid session
Hid_CtrlVar CtrlVar is incremented by one to maintain

a packet sequence number within a session
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B. INITIAL AUTHENTICATION CYCLE FROM
THE GATEWAY SIDE
During the first authentication cycle between the gateway
and edge node, the gateway stores the hardware id (Hid),
initialization vector (Vi ), random number (Rn) and nonce
(Nn). It is exchanged securely with the corresponding edge
node. The gateway then computes KEYret = h (Hid ⊕ Nn)
and KEYnext = h(Hid ⊕ Rn). It then sets KEY retPrev =
KEYret and KEYnextPrev = KEYnext for the subsequent
cycles. The gateway then initializes the encryption Key
Ekey = Hid ⊕ Vi. The initial Packet is crafted in the
form EKey(Hid,KEYret,KEYnext,Nn). The gateway then
appends a record in its authentication table of the form
Hid,Vi,Rn,Nn,H (Nn) ,KEYret, KEYnext, Ekey, SYN ,

ACK . The gateway sends the encrypted packet to the edge
node. Each edge node on receipt of the authentication packet
will decrypt the message.

C. INITIAL EDGE NODE AUTH ACKNOWLEDGE CYCLE
The edge node computes the decryption Key (Dkey) as
Dkey = Hid ⊕ Vi. Using Dkey the incoming packet is
decrypted by the edge node and the parameters extracted.
It then stores in a secure memory location the current
KEYnext value for decrypting the auth packet from the next
cycle sent by the gateway. The decryption Key for the subse-
quent cycle is stored as Dkey = CurrentKEYnext .
The edge node sets KEYret from the current packet as the

encryption key for the auth acknowledgement packet sent
back by the edge node to the gateway. The encryption Key
is set as Ekey = KEYret . The auth acknowledgement packet
from the edge node to the gateway is sent in the form of
〈〈h(Nn),Ekey(Hid,KEYnext)〉〉.

D. INITIAL AUTH CYCLE FROM GATEWAY SIDE
The gateway uses h(Nn) to identify the latest auth entry for
the corresponding edge node from the auth table and extracts
its KEYret value. Using the KEYret value, the auth acknowl-
edgment packet is decrypted. The edge node can use the
current Ekey to encrypt all subsequent packets for a full valid
session duration. A valid session is the time lapse between the
sense request generated by the gateway and during when the
edge node is actively responding to the requests without any
interruption. Once it completes the request-response cycle,
the edge node goes to sleep and will only start the cycle after
receiving and responding to the AUTH SYN packet from the
gateway successfully.

E. SUBSEQUENT AUTH CYCLES FROM GATEWAY
TO EDGE NODE
For all subsequent authentication cycles following a session
expiry, there will be a constant change of keys. Our scheme
will ensure that even if an attacker gets access to a key, it will
only be valid for that session and one of the several devices
in the network. The life span of a key or the session duration
can be defined as per the criticality of the application.

Between the gateway and edge node, the following param-
eters are generated by the gateway and are exchanged
securely with the corresponding edge node in all subse-
quent auth cycles. In the subsequent authentication cycles
the gateway computes KEYret = h (KEYretPrev⊕ Nn)
and KEYnext = h(KEYnextPrev ⊕ Rn). The gateway then
sets and stores the values of KEYretPrev = KEYret and
KEYnextPrev = KEYnext for subsequent cycles.We then set
the initial value for the packet sequence number for the new
auth cycle as HidSeqInit = nextRn.

It also initializes Hid_CtrlVar to 1 whenever a fresh
authentication cycle is triggered. Throughout a session
period, Hid_CtrlVar is increment for each packet received
from the edge node and is compared against theHid_CtrlVar
value sent by the edge node. This additional computation
verifies the running sequence of the packets generated. Such
a measure will make it difficult for an attacker to synchronize
the sequence while crafting packets and transmitting from a
rogue device or a captured device. During an authentication
Cycle Hid_CtrlVar is set to Hid_SeqInit+ 1 else Hid_CtrlVar
is incremented by 1. The encryption Key Ekey is updated
with the KEYnextPrev value. A packet is crafted in the form
Ekey(Hid,Keyret,Keynext,Nn, ,Hid_SeqInit). The gate-
way authentication table is updated with an entry of the form
Hid,Vi,Rn,Nn, h(Nn),Hid_SeqInit,Keyret, Keynext,Ekey,
SYN, ACK. The gateway then sends the encrypted packet to
the edge node. The edge node on receipt of the auth packet
will decrypt the same.

F. SUBSEQUENT AUTH CYCLES AT THE EDGE NODE
The decryption Key Dkey is set to Keynext in the previous
auth cycle and securely stored. Using Dkey the incoming
packet is decrypted and parameters extracted. It stores the
current Keynext value for decrypting the next cycle of auth
packet from the gateway. The decryption Key stored for
the subsequent Cycle is set to the CurrentKEYnext . Each
edge node uses the Keyret to encrypt the authentication
acknowledgement packet and sends it back to the gateway:
Encryption Key Ekey is set as Keyret. During the authen-
tication phase, SeqCtr is reset to Hid_SeqInit and then
incremented by one for the data transfer cycle within the
corresponding valid session period. During an authentica-
tion cycle SeqCtr is set to Hid_SeqInit otherwise SeqCtr
is incremented by one. The Authentication ACK packet
is sent from the edge node to the gateway in the form
h(Nn),Ekey(Keyret,Keynext,Hid_SeqInit,SeqCtr).

G. SUBSEQUENT AUTH CONFIRMATION AT THE GATEWAY
The gateway uses the h(Nn) to identify the device entry from
the auth table and extracts its Keyret value. Using the Keyret
value, the acknowledgment packet is decrypted. At the gate-
way, Hid_CtrlVar is incremented for each received packet
from that device by one and compares with the incoming
SeqInit from the edge node. This process continues for each
subsequent cycles. Unless the SeqInit is in the right sequence,
the gateway will not accept data packets from any given edge
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FIGURE 1. A high-level summary of the initial authentication cycle.

node. It adds an additional layer of security against attacks
like replay attack, Node capture/compromise attacks, and so
on.

H. SUBSEQUENT AUTH CONFIRMATION AT THE GATEWAY
Using any given session, all payloads are encrypted using the
dynamically generated session limited encryption key Ekey.
Along with the payload, SeqInit , SeqCtr are also sent in
cipher text which is compared on the fly at the gateway to
ensure that the packets are sent and received in an orderly
and timely fashion. If sequence numbers are found out-of-
sequence, then the node is suspected to be under attack and
hence can be isolated from the network.

VI. FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS USING AVISPA TOOL
For the formal security verification the proposed protocol
was simulated using extensively-applied SPAN+AVISPA.
For verifying the proposed protocol, the tool has in it four
backends:

1. On-the-fly Model-Checker (OFMC)
2. Constraint Logic based Attack Searcher (CL-AtSe)
3. SAT-based ModelChecker (SATMC)
4. Tree Automata based on automatic approximations for

the analysis of security protocols (TA4SP).
The proposed protocol is translated into AVISPA

High-Level Protocol Specification Language. The basic roles
are used to represent each entity. The entities of the proposed
protocol include Gateway G and End node/edge node N.

FIGURE 2. A high-level summary of the subsequent authentication cycle.

The role of the user is as shown in Fig. 3. Composed roles
instantiate one or more basic roles as shown in Fig. 4. Using
two different channels SND and RCV, the two participat-
ing entities communicate. The session role declares all the
channels used by the basic role, as shown in Fig. 5. Using
the Dolev-Yao model, the intruder is modeled. In this model,
the active intruder can modify, delete, or change the contents
of the messages being exchanged. The analysis results of
the proposed protocol using OFMC and CL-AtSe is shown
in Fig. 6. We can see that OFMC and CL-AtSe find no
vulnerabilities. In other words, the stated security goals are
satisfied for a bounded number of sessions as specified in
the environment role. Thus, we conclude that the proposed
protocol is resilient to MITM and replay attacks.

VII. INFORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, the security analysis is performed to evaluate
the security robustness of the Protean authentication proto-
col. The only computation that is performed at the edge node
is a storage of a dynamic key that changes with each auth
cycle and an AES encryption which is only performed each
time a request is raised by the gateway for sensed parameter
on which the device wakes up from sleep state to respond to
the request raised.

Our protocol uses the hardware id and the initialization
vector only at the very beginning of the authentication cycle
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FIGURE 3. The role of the gateway.

FIGURE 4. The role of the node.

to compute the session key. Every sensor needs to be deployed
physically, and at that time the initialization stage can be per-
formed in easy steps under a controlled supervised manner.
Once the initialization phase is complete these two param-
eters are not used any more in the computation. Session

FIGURE 5. The session among the participants.

FIGURE 6. Final results.

duration can be set based on the criticality of the application.
In the case of mission-critical operations like a nuclear plant
control system, it is important that the session duration is
kept to the minimal so that the encryption keys are recycled
frequently. In less critical systems like an automated irriga-
tion control system, the session duration can be set to a much
longer duration.

A. SCALABILITY
Our scheme is scalable and supports dynamic inclusion of
additional nodes to the network. Each node is preconfig-
ured with its hardware ID and also the unique initialization
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vector in the EEPROM. Similar to how MAC addresses are
assigned, a range of Protean hardware ID’s and initialization
vectors can be assigned to each of the manufacturers who
can subsequently burn them into the EEPROM at the time of
manufacturing. Corresponding edge node credentials are also
stored at the gateway during the initial network configuration
where the edge nodes register themselves with the gateway.
When the edge node is added to the network for the first time,
the initialization process can be conducted under supervision,
and thereafter none of the initialization parameters are used
anywhere in the subsequent authentication cycle.

B. ABILITY TO RESIST REPLAY AND KNOWN KEY ATTACK
Replay attacks usually happen when an authentication ack
packet is captured and transmitted again back to the gateway
over the air. The Protean authentication scheme ensures that
there is no single static key dependency throughout the life
cycle of a device in the network. The presence of a NONCE
would ensure that replay attacks are thwarted. Keys are com-
puted at the gateway and is encrypted for an exchange through
the keys generated and exchanged with the edge nodes in the
previous cycle and stored securely at the edge node. Only for
the initial handshaking process alone, a pre-initialized value
is used at the edge node for generating the decryption and
encryption keys. Thereafter neither the initialization vector
nor the hardware ID is used anymore to generate the keys
which are thereafter generated in an incremental manner.
SeqInit and SeqCntr both offer additional security against the
replay attack because the sequences should be in an incre-
mental manner within a session and any replayed packets will
be dropped from further processing at the gateway.

When an auth_ack packet is received at the gateway it is
flagged at the auth table as already authenticated based on
the nonce value that is exchanged. A replay attack with the
same packet will be rejected as the nonce is already used
for authentication. Even a random nonce is passed as part a
crafted packet it will be rejected because the nonce entry is
flagged as already authenticated in the auth table maintained
at the gateway.

C. RESISTANCE AGAINST DEVICE
IMPERSONATION ATTACK
An impersonation attack indicates that a malicious attacker
may try to masquerade as a genuine edge node. If the
attacker wants to masquerade as a genuine edge node then the
attacker will need to forge the Auth_Ack_message 〈〈h(Nn),
Ekey(Keyret, Keynext, Hid_SeqInit,SeqCtr) 〉〉 sent from the
edge node to the gateway. First, the attacker should get access
to the session key stored at the edge node to disassemble this
message, then obtain the SeqCtr to increment it by one. With
this information, the attacker builds the acknowledgement
packet and sends it back to the gateway. Unless the sequence
is in the correct incremental order, the gatewaywill not accept
the packet from an edge node. Hence our scheme can resist
the device impersonation attack.

D. RESISTANCE AGAINST DEVICE CLONING ATTACK
The Initialization vector is based on the hardware ID which
is unique and an immutable identity. Hence compromising
a single edge node will not affect the secure communica-
tion between other nodes of the network. Gateway hosts an
application behavior analytics modules which are an internal
IoT LAN IDS that would help identify suspicious behavior
from nodes captured by an attacker. Besides, since the keys
are rotated at a static or random time window it becomes
cumbersome to trap the keys and re-establish a session with
the gateway. The SeqInit and SeqCntr also provide extra
security against device cloning or device capture attacks as
the attacker will find it very difficult to generate the packets in
synch with the genuine node. Every packet that is exchanged
between the edge node and the gateway is encrypted with the
current session key that is valid only for the genuine device.

E. RESISTING EAVESDROPPING ATTACK
There are multiple ways of how an attacker can access
the session keys. Eavesdropping the authentication and/or
acknowledgement packets or by reading thememory of a cap-
tured device on a constant basis. Auth and Auth_ack packets
captured will not give useful information to an attacker as
they are encrypted. An attacker is able to capture a node and
constantly extracting the stored previous Keyret and previous
Keynext can decrypt an incoming authentication packet from
the gateway and extract the keys for the following cycle.
The auth_ack packet from the edge node is send back to
the gateway without any time delay. As soon as the gateway
receives the ack packet it updates its auth table and the nonce
is flagged as already authenticated. Even if an attacker crafts
another packet with the same nonce the new device will not
get authenticated. If the attacker uses a random nonce, then
the auth table will not have a corresponding nonce entry in it.
And hence, the packet will be rejected so that rogue device
will not be authenticated and added to the network.

F. MESSAGE CONFIDENTIALITY, INTEGRITY
AND TIMELINESS
Our scheme encrypts the data generated by the edge nodes
using dynamically changing keys during a session which is
generated during each authentication cycle. In the initializa-
tion phase, both the gateway and the edge devices uses their
unique hardware ID and manufacturer specific initialization
vector to compute the initial encryption key. Also, Keyret
and Keynext are computed using hardware id and a random
nonce. During the installation phase these parameters are
exchanged in a closed environment and there after none
of these credentials need to be used or stored at the edge
node. It can be left at the edge node by encrypting it with
the encryption key (Ekey) generated during the initialization
phase. Ekey from initialization phase can be stored at the
gateway which can be then used in case of a reconfiguration
of the entire network. Subsequent authentication phases use
the keys from the previous cycle, Nonce and random numbers
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to compute the new set of keys used for encryption. Since the
keys change for each authentication cycle, it is not easy for
an intruder to extract the keys and reuse them.

Authentication cycle can be timed so that gateways can
invalidate an acknowledgement cycle if it exceeds the set time
limit. Maintaining a clock at the edge node is expensive on the
power consumption side of resources. Instead, the gateway
will evaluate the timeliness of the acknowledgment packet
received even before validating the Nonce against its entry in
the auth table. Any attempts to tamper with the authentication
cycle will therefore be thwarted through this process.

G. NODE CAPTURE OR MAN IN THE MIDDLE ATTACKS
The node capture attacks or man-in-the-middle attacks will
not be effective with this scheme. Capturing the encrypted
auth packet and using the same packet to authenticate a
rogue device would be ineffective. This is because in order
to encrypt the auth acknowledgment packet sent by the edge
node in response to an auth packet sent by the gateway,
the keys can only be extracted by decrypting the incoming
auth packet. Gateway computes a new session key with the
help of the current active session key and theNONCE/random
number combination. Even if an attacker manages to break
into the secure zone where the current valid encryption key
is stored and steal the same, it cannot be reused in a rogue
device. This is because the auth ack packet from the captured
device sent back to the gateway will complete the authenti-
cation cycle by updating the ACK flag. Reusing the same
packet from a rogue node will result in rejecting the rogue
device as the ACKflag for the corresponding h(Nn) is already
updated. Furthermore, only a single beacon is transmitted
between the sender and receiver to exchange authentica-
tion/acknowledgement credentials.

H. LIGHTWEIGHT SCHEME ON EDGE NODES
The Protean scheme offloads a lot of the key computation,
random number and nonce generation to the gateway in
order to keep the overall computational overheads at the edge
node to minimal. This conserves a lot of energy at the edge
node which is one of the most constrained devices in the
overall IoT ecosystem. Edge node uses key values already
exchanged during the previous auth cycle to decrypt and
then uses the keys from the current cycle to subsequently
encrypt the acknowledgement packet. Edge nodes would
only be engaged in decryption and encryption of packets.
This ensures that edge nodes can continue to operate within
the restricted resources. The auth table has entries for each
acknowledgment cycle. For each SYN packet sent the SYN
flag is set for that entry and gateway will update the ACK flag
in the auth table, when an ACK is received from the node and
authentication cycle is flagged successful. In the case of an
Auth SYN/ACK packet loss, the process will repeat itself for
a predefined number of cycles in an attempt to complete the
auth cycle.

Each edge node will have a unique hardware id and initial-
ization vector to start with. Hence the keys generated by the

edge nodes would be unique. Even if an attacker manages to
compromise a node and extract its credentials through brute
force attack, little damage could be done to the rest of the
edge nodes unless each one of them is accessed physically
and compromised.

In the case of a Zigbee based network, the network related
information in a given packet is also encrypted so that device
serial id or MAC along with the PAN ID is not exchanged
in the open. Without the knowledge of these crucial network
parameters, it is difficult to inject a rogue device into a
given IoTLAN. Together with this, the Protean authentication
scheme will ensure that the wiretapped secret key attacks will
prove to be futile against the proposed model.

VIII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Most of the edge nodes are battery powered. Hence every
additional computation will cost the node extra power which
is highly valued especially in critical infrastructures. The very
purpose of the tests performed in this section is to prove that
the computation proposed to run on the edge nodes is not
bringing about a noticeable increase in battery consumption.
The test environment consisted of a coordinator/gateway and
end-devices configured to run either as a router or as an edge
node. An Xbee S2 RF module was set as the coordinator.
It was connected over a Radxa development board.

The Xbee S2 XB24-Z7WIT-004 is used in both the router
and end-devices It is connected to a low-cost MOTE built in-
house with the Atmega328P as the microcontroller. MOTEs
come with the provision to slot Xbee module on the top and
four sensor modules onto the sides through USB interface as
shown in Fig. 7.

FIGURE 7. In-house MOTE used for testing.

This research made use of in-house custom hat boards that
were attached to the top of the radxa board as an extension
hatboard as shown in Fig, 6. The hatboard consists of the
ZigBee adaptor interface and interfaces for other protocol
adaptors like 6LoWPAN, BLE, WiFi etc. With the help of
the hatboard and the supporting patented Gateway Software
‘‘Protocol Characterization Layer’’ [34] it was possible to
support multiple communication protocols on the same gate-
way. The gateway consisted of a Radxa development board
with the following specification: ARM Cortex-A9 quad-core
at 1.6Ghz, 2GB DDR3 memory at 800Mhz, an 8GB Nand
Flash for storage with the Micro-SD SDXC interface, 80 pin
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connector with 2.54mm header including GPIO, I2C, SPI,
line in, USB 2.0, PWM, ADC, on board FPC with the support
of LVDS, TP and CSI.

End-devices can operate either as an edge node or as
a router. When an end-device is configured as a router,
it functions both as a sensing device and as a routing device.
With this capability, such end-devices could allow data from
other routers and edge nodes to hop through them. When
configured as routers such devices cannot go into a sleep
state because they become pivotal nodes in handling the vital
routing functionality of the network. Routing expects the
device to be in awake state at all times. In contrast, if the
end-device is configured to run as an edge node, then it will
act as a mere sensing end-device with no routing capabilities.
Such devices can be configured to stream continuously or
in request response mode or to transmit only when there is
a change in state. In the latter two states, the device goes
to sleep and wakes up only when prompted. This preserves
energy and keeps the devices alive for a longer period of time.

In order to test the authentication scheme, theMOTEswere
set up as routers as well as edge nodes. When a MOTE acts
as a router it will never go to sleep and will constantly radiate
sensor values; when configured as edge nodes, it wakes up
once every 320 ms and waits for five seconds looking out
for any requests coming from the coordinator node. The
coordinator node sends out a series of requests once in four
minutes requesting for sensed parameters. MOTEs will then
transmit the sensed values to the coordinator and go back
to sleep. Experiments were conducted using the above men-
tioned scenarios with and without the authentication code
running on them. Edge nodes and routers are kept at line-of-
sight with the coordinator so that they all send data directly to
the coordinator/gateways without any involvement of inter-
mediate routers. The gateway is connected to the direct AC
while the edge nodes run out of 3v DC supply.

The voltage drainage, the current in milliampere (mA) and
the current in ampere (A) were measured based on which
power was computed (Voltage multiplies Current in A) as
depicted in Table 1 and Table 2. Table 1 and Table 2 shows
the readings for all the above mentioned parameters when
executed with and without authentication code while config-
uring the end nodes as routers with no sleeps. Table 3 and
table 4 show the readings for all the above mentioned param-
eters when executed with and without authentication code
while configuring the end nodes as edge nodes with sleeps.
Table 5 summarizes the student t-test performed on volt-
age drainage, current drainage and power with and with-
out authentication code while the end node is configuring
as a router and edge node. According to the results, none
of the cases the mean value showed any substantial dif-
ference when executed with and without the authentication
protocol.

We collected the results for the situations when theMOTEs
were set as the following modes:
• Routers with authentication code, continued to remain
alive till the voltage dropped to 2.44V

TABLE 1. Voltage drop, current in mA & A, power in watts in a
gateway-router setup with authentication.

◦ mAh: 97.74193548 [average current(mA) multi-
plies working time(h)(48.87096774 multiplies 2)]
as shown in Table 1.

• Routers without the authentication code, continued to
remain alive till the voltage dropped to 2.43V
◦ mAh: 97.52903226 [average current(mA) multi-

plies working time(h)(48.76451613 multiplies 2)]
as shown in Table 2.

• End-devices with authentication code, continued to
remain alive till the voltage dropped to 2.51V
◦ mAh: 150.3764706 [average current(mA) multi-

plies working time(h)(50.1254902 multiplies 3)] as
shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 2. Voltage drop, current in mA & A, power in watts in a
gateway-router setup without authentication.

• End-devices without the authentication code, continued
to remain alive till the voltage dropped to 2.50V
◦ mAh: 149.60588235[average current(mA) multi-

plies working time(h)(49.86862745 multiplies 3)]
as shown in Table 4.

Five MOTEs were used in carrying out this experiment.
Two 1.5v, 200mAh AA batteries were used in each MOTE.
The following test cycles were performed. Each cycle started
with a brand new battery of the same make and model.
As batteries drain out, five such cycles were performed each
time with brand new batteries. In each such cycles batteries
were run from its peak voltage to the very minimal voltage

TABLE 3. Voltage drop, current in mA & A, power in watts in a
gateway-end device setup with authentication.
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TABLE 4. Voltage drop, current in mA & A, power in watts in a
gateway-end device setup without authentication.

TABLE 5. Student t-test.

required to power the MOTEs which is in the range of 2.4 to
2.5V. An average of all these readings were taken as shown
in Fig. 5.
• Each of the five MOTEs operates without the authenti-
cation scheme but configured as edge device.

• Each of the fiveMOTEs operates with the authentication
scheme but configured as edge device.

• Each of the fiveMOTEs operates with the authentication
scheme but configured as router.

• Each of the fiveMOTEs operates with the authentication
scheme but configured as router.

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 depict the voltage drainage, current
in milliamps and in amps and power in watts of the MOTEs
with and without authentication scheme when the network is
configured with one coordinator and five routers andwith one
coordinator and five edge nodes respectively. Routers will
remain awake throughout the cycle and will stream continu-
ously the sensed parameters. During the initial stage voltage
drainage is slightly higher for authentication enabled run, but
gradually voltage drainage shows uniformity. Readings look
the same for current measured in mA and power computed
in Watts. A student t-test performed on the data as shown
in Table 2 depicts that the observed difference in sample
means is not convincing enough to say that the average
voltage drops with and without authentication differ signif-
icantly. In both scenarios, battery depletion reaches within
the minimal operational voltage within three hours. Values
in Table 3 shows the voltage drainage, current in milliamps
and in amps and power in watts of the MOTE with and
without authentication with the network configured to have
one Zigbee coordinator and five end-devices configured as
edge node with sleep enabled. Since the sleep interval is
greater, the battery lasted longer than the previous scenario.
Battery drainage is pretty much even in MOTEs that run
with and without the authentication scheme. In both scenar-
ios, battery depletion reached within the minimal operational
voltage within around four and a half hours. A student t-test
performed on the data as shown in table 4 depicts that the
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FIGURE 8. Radxa board with custom built hat board.

FIGURE 9. Time to voltage drain with and without the authentication
code in gateway-router setup.

observed difference in sample means is convincing enough to
say that the average voltage drops with and without authenti-
cation differ significantly.

End-devices are configured as a router and also as edge
nodes. A router acts as an edge node and also as a medium for
other edge nodes to hop its data to the nearest gateway. Under
such circumstances the router would never go to sleep. The
end-device is also configured to be an edge node and responds

FIGURE 10. Time to voltage drain with and without the authentication
code in gateway-edge node setup.

FIGURE 11. Time to power drain with and without the authentication
code in gateway-router setup.

FIGURE 12. Time to power drain with and without the authentication
code in gateway-edge node setup.

to requests from gateway. It would respond to a request from
a gateway and would go to sleep saving more energy. Charts
shown in Fig. 9, 10, 11 and 12 give a clear understanding
that from both voltage drop and power utilization with and
without authentication code is not significant enough to be
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an overhead. Hence, the scheme stands tall in establishing
the fact that the authentication scheme consumes negligi-
ble power but still was able to establish solid lightweight
authenticationmechanism between the gateways and the edge
nodes.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the current setup of IoT deployment, the edge nodes
depend on the encryption keys for secure communications.
These keys are usually stored locally at the edge nodes or
selected from a set of keyswhich aremaintained andmanaged
by a trusted distribution center. Alternatively, the encryp-
tion keys must be asymmetric keys generated by a third
party KDC or through complex mathematical operations,
both of which are computationally expensive on constrained
IoT devices. To address these shortcomings, we devel-
oped and deployed an efficient key generation mechanism,
where the authentication credentials are generated on the
fly and exchanged securely between the gateway and edge
nodes with minimal computational overheads on resource
constrained IoT devices. Like many existing authentication
schemes, our proposed mechanism does not require stor-
ing any static key value on the device. Instead, the keys
are dynamically changing and shared securely to prevent
message replay and device clone attacks. These two attacks
are commonly seen on the IoT devices deployed in outside
fields. We conducted experiments to verify the efficiency of
our scheme. Our experimental results show no significant
difference in terms of power drainage on the IoT devices.

For future work, we would extend this scheme to authen-
ticate the inter-cluster and intra-cluster nodes with the poten-
tial use of distributed hyper-ledger techniques. Moreover,
we would explore the intrusion detection for the IoT devices.
That is, when a device is compromised, we apply anomaly
detection on the gateway. The anomaly detection consists
of two components; the first one detects anomalies within
an IoT LAN and the second one detects anomalies of the
inbound and outbound network traffic. The two detection
components use different technologies including the network
traffic profiling of the applications and the dynamic firewall,
respectively.
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